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_ ~ _-~ , ____ .-We attempted in this space last w.eek to advance_the.thesis.that changes_in.it:lvestor_con-__ -. _~ 

fidence, symbolized by the price the market would pay for a dolla r of earning power, tended to exert a 
more powerful effect on the short-to-intermediate term course of stock prices than did changes in that 
earning power. We concluded by VOicing the suspicion that the market had entered a phase where 
this would be particularly the case, 

Certainly it has been the case over the past year. Earnings on the Dow-Jones Industrial 
Average hit their recession low of $75.47 in the year ended September 30, 1975, when they com
pleted an almost-25% drop from a peak of almost $100 a year earlier. Since that time, earnings re
covery has progressed nicely. The Dow earned $95.81 for the year ended September 30, 1976, and, 
although the recent economic slowdown may dampen December somewhat, a recovery to above the 
$100 level should take place shortlY,and, indeed, according to many analysts, an earnings level of 
$110-$120 for the index is possible at some point in 1977-78. Yet in the face of all this, as we all 
know, the Dow has done absolutely nothing, standing today at just about the same level it stood in 
February, 1976, despite the fact that earnings at that time were still mired at recession levels. 

The entire 1976 market, therefore, can be viewed as a period in which the market evinced 
increasing skepticism regarding 1976-recovery earnings, being willing to pay, as the year wore on, 
less and less for those earnings as the earnings improved. If one charts the price/earnings ratio for 
the current bull market rather than the price itself, one finds that the high was attained back last 
February when, with the Dow at a high of 994.57, investors were willing to capitalize $ 7 5.66 of then
tra!ling-12-month earnings at 13.1 times. Ever since that time, the price/earnings ratio has been 
declining, and, assuming some modest earnings improvement)n thejourth...9uarter,.tr'liling earrj!I9e.. 

- are no;':;: b~i;:;gvalued at a;0~-;;d9--:-5times~at cu~~e;;t p~ices .~- --.- -- .• - - - ~ -- _. - . -- ---

There are a number of things that can be said about this phenomenon. Fust of all, it can
not be reiterated too strongly that the figure is abysmally low on an absolute historical basis. In
deed, the price/earnings ratio low for every major bear market since 1937 has been around or, in most 
cases well above, the current figure with the two single exceptions of 1949, when at its low, the Dow 
stood at 6,8 earnings and the recent bear market low, when in December, 1974, it stood at an incred
ible 5.8 times trailing 12-month earnings. We suspect that both these occurrences constituted water
shed lows which are unlikely soon to be repeated. 

What, however, are we to make of the fact that the price/earnings ratio has been tailing 
off now for almost a year. If we look at the experience of the 1930' s through the 1950's, it is a some
what less-than-encouraging sign. During this period, peaks in the pie tended to be more or less co
incident with market peaks. Since the 1950's, however, a new tendency seems to have emerged. In 
1966, for example, the pie ratio peaked some 13 months before the Dow itself. Prior to the 1968-70 
decline it peaked with a lead time of 15 months, and, in the most recent bear market, the pie ratio 
topped out in April, 1971, a full 21 months before the ultimate market peak m January of 1973. It is 
interesting to note that, in all these cases, earnings continued to rise well after the peak in multiples 
had been achieved. We, thus, had, in each instance, a phenomenon similar to the present one, a 
case where the market was placing increasingly lower multiples on improving earmngs. 

Another interesting factor is the extent to which multiples have traditionally declined during 
past bear markets. The 1966 bear market saw the Dow multiple~co..n!!:act_}rom 19.5 to 13, a 33%. de:-_ 

- cline:--- The 1968 corr-eCtioniilvolV-ed a decline-froin-I7:7-ti~esto·lr".7'i:imes, a drop of;" -roughly;-the 
same magnitude. Percentage drops of even less magnitude were characteristic of the 1950's. Only 
the 1973-74 bear market witnessed a decline of appreciably greater size,with the pie declining 66%. 
The interesting thing is that, at the moment, the pie ratio has already declined by some 27% from its 
high of a year ago. Since earnings are likely to improve in 1977, it could continue this slide without 
any appreciable effect on stock prices. If an investor conridence recovery then sets in, the upside 
effect on prices could well be quite exciting. 
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